"Bombs educate vigorously," wrote Henry Adams at the end of the nineteenth century' Never was the aphorism, or its converse, more true than in the middle of the next century, when the scientific, technical, and political cultures of the United States and Great Britain ushered in the atomic age. While the three bombs, one detonated in New Mexico and two in Japan, represented a supreme achievement of "scientists against time," they raised larger questions about the role of the scientific community in war fighting and about the human condition in general.
Niels Bohr came to physics in the middle of what many call the Second Scientific Revolution. Albert Einstein had dislocated the clockwork of Newton's universe with his papers on relativity, and Max Planck had haltingly stumbled onto a theory of quantum discontinuity, while Ernest Rutherford had made great strides in discerning the structure of a "nuclear" atom that was 99 percent empty space. As Bohr tried to reconcile Rutherford's atom with known phenomena in radiation, he formulated the quantum atom, or at least the quantum electron cloud that surrounded the nucleus. In so doing, he evolved the principles of complementarity and correspondence.
Complementarity asserted that the seemingly opposite phenomena yielded in radiation by quantum mechanics and classical Maxwellian electrodynamics, or in mechanics by relativity and the classical Newtonian equations, were natural to the circumstances in which they occurred. Small objects moving at great speed had different rules than large objects traveling slowly. Bohr hoped for a resolution of opposites by attending to areas where they overlap. He found these in the outer reaches of the atom's electron cloud and near nature's speed limit, at 90 percent the velocity of light. Here were regions of "correspondence" where the rules of quantum mechanics merged with Maxwell's electrodynamics, and Einstein's relativity equations approached Newtonian mechanics as a limit.3 Complementary opposites could be resolved under specialized conditions where they corresponded.
There is no small irony in the fact that the endeavor to produce the first atomic bombs represented a region of correspondence for several complementary polarities that embrace the human condition. Among these are nationalism versus internationalism, scientific theory versus technical application, morality versus warfare, and creativity versus security. A more exhaustive search would probably yield other opposites, but these will suffice to illustrate the point. Producing atomic bombs on a timetable dictated at first by fears and later opportunities growing out of conflict, from evolving theoretical and technical bases, in an atmosphere charged with the trust and suspicion of coalition warfare, was a spectacular accomplishment. J. Robert Oppenheimer recognized the obvious polarity in the devices when he told his fellow scientists at Los Alamos that the bombs represented not only "a great peril but a great hope" for mankind.4
